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The Queue Abstract Data Type

Definition
A queue (or FIFO) is an abstract data type that is a collection of
elements with two principal operations: enqueue and dequeue.

The enqueue operation adds an element to the back position
of the queue.
The dequeue operation removes an element from the front
position of the queue.

The first element added to the queue will be the first element to be
removed.



Queue - Example
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Other Queue Operations

There is a peek operation on queues that allows you to
retrieve the front element without dequeuing it.
There is an IsEmpty operation that checks if the queue is
empty.

This is useful because trying to perform a dequeue or peek on
an empty queue results in an error in the queue ADT.



Queue Implementations

The two most common queue implementations are:
Linked lists
Circular arrays

Both implementations give O(1) running times for every operation.



Queue - Array Implementation

First we must specify the size of the array to be used for the
queue, N.
The queue consists of an N-element array, S , an integer f (the
index of front), and an integer b (the index of the back).
We also keep track of the number of elements that are in the
queue, size.



Array Implementation - Pseudocode

isEmpty(S, f, b, size)

1: if size ==0 then
return TRUE

2: else
return FALSE

peek(S, f, b, size)

1: if isEmpty(S, f, b, size) then
2: throw a QueueEmptyException

return S [f ]



Array Implementation - Pseudocode

enqueue(S, f, b, size, x)

1: if b = N − 1 then
2: throw a QueueFullException
3: b = b + 1
4: S [b] = x
5: size = size +1

dequeue(S, f, b, size)

1: if isEmpty(S, f, b, size) then
2: throw a QueueEmptyException
3: e = S [f ]
4: S [f ] = null
5: f = f + 1
6: size =size -1

return e



Circular Array Implementation

There is a potential problem with the array implementation.
Although the queue may contain few elements, it may appear
to be full because the back may quickly become the last
element of the array.

There is a simple solution:
Whenever the front or back gets to the end of the array, it is
wrapped around to the beginning.


